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Abstract. There is limited understanding of the role of
aerosols in the formation and modification of clouds, partly
due to inadequate data on such systems. Aircraft-based
aerosol measurements in the presence of cloud particles have
proven to be challenging because of the problem of cloud
droplet/ice particle shatter and the generation of secondary
artifact particles that contaminate aerosol samples. Recently,
the design of a new aircraft inlet, called the Blunt-body
Aerosol Sampler (BASE), which enables sampling of inter-
stitial aerosol particles, was introduced. Numerical modeling
results and laboratory test data suggested that the BASE inlet
should sample interstitial particles with minimal shatter par-
ticle contamination. Here, the sampling performance of the
inlet is established from aircraft-based measurements. Initial
aircraft test results obtained during the PLOWS (Profiling of
Winter Storms) campaign indicated two problems with the
original BASE design: separated flows around the BASE at
high altitudes and a significant shatter problem when sam-
pling in drizzle. The test data were used to improve the ac-
curacy of flow and particle trajectory modeling around the
inlet, and the results from the improved flow model were
used to guide design modifications of the BASE to overcome
the problems identified in its initial deployment. The perfor-
mance of the modified BASE was tested during the ICE–T
(Ice in Clouds Experiment – Tropics) campaign, and the in-
let was seen to provide near shatter-free measurements in a
wide range of cloud conditions. The initial aircraft test re-
sults, design modifications, and the performance character-
istics of the BASE relative to another interstitial inlet, the
submicron aerosol inlet (SMAI), are presented.

1 Introduction

Aerosol particles are important from a global climate per-
spective because of their role in modulating the extent of so-
lar radiation received at Earth’s surface. Aerosol particles can
interact directly with solar radiation or indirectly, by acting
as nuclei for the formation of cloud droplets. The latter con-
tribution, referred to as the aerosol indirect effect, has signif-
icant influence on global climate, and its accurate represen-
tation in global models is important for accurate long-term
climate change predictions (Forster et al., 2007; Lohmann
and Feichter, 2005).

In global circulation models (GCMs), computational con-
siderations require aerosol–cloud interactions to only be in-
corporated via simple parametric models. With existing pa-
rameterizations, the predictions of net radiative forcing as-
sociated with aerosol indirect effects can vary significantly
(Forster et al., 2007; Penner et al., 2006). Testing and im-
provement of the parametric models will require comprehen-
sive aerosol–cloud data from a wide range of cloud systems.
Such data can be best acquired using instrumented aircraft.
Representative sampling of aerosol from the atmosphere to
instruments inside the aircraft cabin is complicated by the
presence of cloud droplets or ice particles in the atmosphere.
Impaction of cloud droplets/ice particles on aerosol inlets and
the aircraft hull can result in their breakup and the subsequent
generation of a large number of secondary particles (Korolev
et al., 2011, 2013). The generation of these shatter particles
results in the contamination of aerosol samples, making mea-
surements of background condensation nuclei (CN), or inter-
stitial aerosol, in clouds largely impossible (Rogers, 2008;
Korolev, 2005; Weber et al., 1998). The inability to make in-
cloud aerosol measurements from aircraft has stymied efforts
to fully understand aerosol–cloud systems.
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Figure 1. Design concept of the BASE;(a) trajectories of free-
stream particles around the sampler. Larger particles (10 µm diam-
eter) are deflected from the inlet tube region while interstitial parti-
cles navigate around the blunt body and are present in the inlet tube
region. (b) Shatter particles generated at the surface of the blunt
body housing. These particles stay close to the surface of the body
and do not enter the aerosol sample.

Recently, the design of a new aircraft inlet for aerosol mea-
surements in clouds, called the Blunt-body Aerosol Sampler
(BASE), was introduced (Moharreri et al., 2013). The BASE
has a blunt body housing with a forward-facing inlet tube lo-
cated in its aft region, as shown in Fig. 1. Critical to shatter-
free sampling were the shape of the blunt body and the lo-
cation of the inlet tube. The blunt body shape was optimized
to ensure the deflection of cloud particles larger than∼ 2 µm
away from the body surface in its aft region. An additional
factor in the shape optimization was to maintain an attached
boundary layer, i.e., ensure that the flow streamlines followed
the curvature of the blunt body (Schlichting et al., 2004).
With an attached boundary layer flow, shatter particles gen-
erated from the impaction of droplets on the blunt body were
expected to remain in the flow closest to the body surface.
Locating the inlet slightly above the surface of the blunt body
and below the trajectory of the deflected cloud particles was
expected to ensure the absence of cloud droplets and their
shatter products from the inlet sample flow.

In the BASE design, it was expected that shatter particles
larger than∼ 1 µm would escape the boundary layer flow
and possibly be present in the flow entering the interstitial
inlet. The presence of these particles was expected to be-
come important when large cloud droplets and drizzle drops
were present. The BASE design was, thus, expected to pro-
vide accurate interstitial aerosol sampling in clouds contain-
ing droplets but no drizzle drops. To minimize the surface
area of the body where droplets can impact and shatter, the
central region of the blunt body was hollowed out. The down-
stream end of the hollowed out region was connected to a
flow pass-through tube to transport out any cloud and shatter
particles away from this region (Fig. 2).

Moharreri et al. (2013) used computational fluid dynam-
ics (CFD) modeling to arrive at the initial design of the
BASE. The CFD predictions were validated with wind-
tunnel measurements of flow fields and particle trajectories
around the inlet. Flow visualization around the blunt body

Figure 2.Design of the Blunt-body Aerosol Sampler (BASE-I) that
was flown on the C-130 aircraft (dimensions in centimeters).(a) 3-
D view. (b) Side view. The interstitial inlet (labeled as inlet tube)
is a stainless steel cylindrical tube with 1/4 in. outer diameter and
3/16 in. inner diameter.

confirmed that the boundary layer around the blunt body re-
mained attached at Reynolds numbers consistent with typ-
ical C-130 operating conditions. Aerosol measurements in
the wind-tunnel tests confirmed that small particles gener-
ated on the inlet surface remained outside the aerosol sample
while larger shatter particles (>∼ 1 µm) were observed to en-
ter the aerosol inlet. While the preliminary wind-tunnel tests
provided initial validation of CFD results, aircraft deploy-
ment of the inlet was critical for its full evaluation. Aircraft
testing of the BASE was conducted with the inlet deployed
on the NSF (National Science Foundation)/NCAR (National
Center for Atmospheric Research) C-130 aircraft in two field
campaigns: Profiling of Winter Storms (PLOWS) and Ice in
Cloud Experiment – Tropics (ICE–T). The aircraft testing
procedure, inlet performance results, and inlet design itera-
tions are described below.

2 Flight tests

2.1 First iteration: BASE-I

The first design iteration of the BASE, referred to here as
BASE-I, was flown on NSF/NCAR C-130 aircraft during
the PLOWS (Profiling of Winter Storms; November 2009–
March 2010) campaign. The primary objective for the de-
ployment of BASE-I in PLOWS was to test the inlet perfor-
mance under actual flight conditions and compare the ob-
tained data with the wind-tunnel and CFD results of Mo-
harreri et al. (2013). The major dimensions and assembly
components of the aircraft version of BASE-I are shown in
Fig. 2. All parts of the inlet were machined from Al-6063
and anodized for corrosion protection. Four 100 W cartridge
heaters (Watlow) and a 1000� miniature embedment RTD
(resistance temperature detector) (Minco) were embedded in
the blunt body housing and connected to a controller circuit
to de-ice the sampler when required. The aerosol sample was
transported to the cabin through a∼ 2 m long 1/4 in. flexi-
ble conductive tubing (TSI Inc.). To help keep the boundary
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layer attached, a suction port was located just upstream of
the inlet. Suction flow from this port was connected to a pas-
sive venturi pump mounted on the side of the aircraft using a
3/4 in. flexible fireproof hose (Parker Inc.).

Three aerosol samplers were flown during the PLOWS
campaign, with the purpose of intercomparing their per-
formance in clouds. The three tested inlets were: BASE-I,
NCAR HIAPER Modular Inlet (HIMIL), and NCAR’s sub-
micron aerosol inlet (SMAI). The HIMIL is a sharp-edge,
forward-facing diffuser modular inlet design that can be as-
sembled to provide gas or aerosol sampling (Stith et al.,
2009; UCAR, 2011). NCAR’s SMAI was initially developed
for gas sampling, but was recently shown to have promise
as an interstitial aerosol sampler (Craig et al., 2013a, b). The
SMAI design has a flow-through cone with a cross-flow sam-
ple tube located inside it. The presence of the cone results in
a decelerated flow upstream of the inlet and reduced flow
velocity (relative to aircraft velocity) within the inlet. These
design features result in cloud particles impacting on the in-
let body at reduced speeds relative to forward-facing probes.
Craig et al. (2013a) show that the SMAI aerosol samples
were largely free of shatter when the mean cloud droplet
sizes were smaller than∼ 16 µm. In clouds with large droplet
sizes and drizzle drops, the CN concentrations measured by
the SMAI were enhanced because of the presence of shat-
ter particles, but the magnitude of enhancement was signifi-
cantly lower than that observed with forward-facing probes.
The details of the SMAI design and its sampling characteris-
tics are discussed in Craig et al. (2013a, b).

The three aerosol inlets were installed on the belly of the
aircraft hull, towards the aft, and in close proximity to one
another. The BASE was mounted∼ 14 m behind the aircraft
nose and∼ 1.5 m off the centerline of the aircraft fuselage
to the right side. The SMAI was installed∼ 15 m behind the
aircraft nose on the centerline of the fuselage and the HIMIL
was mounted∼ 14 m behind the aircraft nose and∼ 1.5 m off
the centerline to the left side. A picture of the inlets mounted
on the C-130 belly was shown in Moharreri et al. (2013).

A variety of microphysical and state parameters were
measured on the aircraft, and the resulting data were used
for performance analysis of BASE-I. Particle concentrations
from BASE-I, the SMAI, and the HIMIL inlets were mea-
sured using three condensation particle counters (CPCs): TSI
3010, TSI 3760a, and a modified, low-pressure TSI 3786,
respectively. Size distribution and concentrations of cloud
particles in the size range of 2–50 µm were measured by
NCAR/RAF using a cloud droplet probe (CDP; Droplet Mea-
surement Technologies) and a forward-scattering spectrome-
ter probe (FSSP-100; Particle Measurement System; Dye and
Baumgardner, 1984). The larger cloud particles (drizzle, if in
warm clouds; 50–1600 µm size range) were measured using
an imaging technique with a two-dimensional cloud probe
(2D-C; Particle Measuring Systems). Cloud liquid water con-
tent was measured using a “PMS King” probe (Particle Mea-
suring Systems). To characterize the nature of flow around

the blunt body and compare flow simulation results with ac-
tual flight conditions, pressure measurements were made at
six different locations on the blunt body housing using an
Esterline pressure scanner (model 9116).

2.1.1 CN measurements in liquid clouds

In designing BASE-I, the presence of only liquid droplets
was considered, and, correspondingly, an appropriate com-
parison of model predictions with measurements must only
consider inlet data obtained in warm clouds. PLOWS cam-
paign flights were mostly out of Peoria, IL, USA, in the
geographic range of 32–48◦ N and 81–104◦ W. The altitude
range covered was 900–8500 m and the aircraft speed range
was∼ 125–150 m s−1. During the PLOWS campaign most
cloud penetrations were through ice clouds, though warm liq-
uid clouds were encountered during one flight (PLOWS ferry
flight PLOWSff03 – 3 November 2009). The BASE-I per-
formance analysis presented here is based on data obtained
during this warm-cloud passage.

For a selected cloud penetration case, time series plots
of cloud and drizzle concentrations and the corresponding
particle concentrations measured from the three aerosol in-
lets flown during PLOWS are shown in Fig. 3. For this
case, the average temperature during the analysis time period
was−0.4◦C, and, therefore, the cloud particles/droplets are
likely to be in liquid phase (Korolev et al., 2003). During this
measurement period the concentration of drizzle was negli-
gible. For this drizzle-free, liquid-cloud penetration case, CN
measurements from a traditional aerosol inlet (HIMIL) were
significantly enhanced in the presence of cloud droplets, sug-
gesting contamination of the sample with shatter particles.
The CN concentrations obtained from BASE-I and the SMAI
were, however, seen to be depleted relative to the out-of-
cloud samples. This observation is consistent with the expec-
tation that a fraction of the background aerosol will be acti-
vated to form clouds and, thus, the interstitial fraction should
be lower than the background aerosol concentration. The de-
pletion of CN concentrations in BASE-I and SMAI samples
were, however, seen to be different for the two inlets. The
difference in the measurements of the SMAI and BASE-I
could be because of the differing cut sizes of the two inlets
or because of the locational differences of the inlets and/or
possibly indicative of differing shatter artifacts in the two in-
lets. To understand the possible contribution of shatter to the
measurements of the two inlets, a CN cloud droplet closure
analysis was conducted by comparing the out-of-cloud CN
concentrations with the sum of the in-cloud CN and cloud
concentrations (FSSP-100) for the two inlets (Fig. 3). With
BASE-I CN concentrations, a reasonable closure is achieved
at most times, while with the SMAI CN concentrations, the
in-cloud values (CN+ FSSP-100) are seen to be lower that
the out-of-cloud CN concentration values.

The accuracy of this analysis to determine relative per-
formance of the two inlets is, however, compromised by the
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Figure 3. Performance of three aerosol inlets on the C-130 air-
craft during a drizzle-free cloud penetration during PLOWSff03
(3 November 2009) flight. LWC: liquid-water content from the King
probe; DWC: drizzle-water content from 2D-C probe; TWC (total
water content)= DWC+ LWC.

lack of information about aerosol concentrations in the pre-
cloud (or below-cloud) air mass. Another source of uncer-
tainty in this analysis is the accuracy of cloud concentra-
tion values. Cloud concentrations measured by the two cloud
probes flown during the campaign (CDP and FSSP-100) of-
ten differed significantly. This is not completely unexpected.
The CDP has a low detection efficiency for small ice parti-
cles (Allen Schanot, NCAR, personal communication, 2014)
while shatter artifacts are known to affect FSSP-100 mea-
surements (McFarquhar et al., 2007). These problems result
in a significant uncertainty in CN cloud droplet closure anal-
ysis.

In the presence of drizzle (Fig. 4), CN measurements made
by BASE-I and HIMIL were seen to be significantly ele-
vated. The shatter contamination seen in BASE-I data was
likely because, for large incoming particles/droplets, a sig-
nificant fraction of secondary particles generated from im-
paction may be larger than 2 µm and the CFD simulations
of Moharreri et al. (2013) suggested that shatter particles in
that size range will enter the aerosol sample. Thus, it could
be concluded that shatter-free sampling of interstitial aerosol
measurements is possible with the BASE-I design but only
in the absence of drizzle/precipitation droplets.

2.1.2 Pressure distribution around the blunt body

To validate CFD flow calculations, pressure measurements
were made at six locations on the bunt body housing on
BASE-I: the front stagnation region, the maximum-diameter
region of the housing, and four locations in the aft region
of the blunt body. The four aft pressure ports were at the

Figure 4. Performance of three aerosol inlets on the C-130 aircraft
during a cloud penetration in the presence of drizzle. Data from
PLOWSff03 (3 November 2009) flight.

same streamwise distance along the chord length of the hous-
ing, spaced 45◦ apart azimuthally. These ports were placed
to determine if the flow was axisymmetric around the blunt
body housing. Pressure distribution measurements from typ-
ical flight conditions (Ma0.4 and 600 mbar toMa0.45 and
400 mbar range) during testing of BASE-I are compared
against CFD predictions in Fig. 5. The CFD simulation
results were obtained following the procedure of Mohar-
reri et al. (2013), using thek-ω SST (shear stress trans-
port) turbulence model for boundary conditions consistent
with flight data. Good agreement between the CFD predic-
tions and measurement data was observed when the alti-
tudes were below∼ 21 000 ft (Fig. 5a). For altitudes above
∼ 21 000 ft (static pressure lower than∼ 450 mbar), how-
ever, the pressure coefficients obtained from measurements
differed considerably from the CFD predictions. At the
maximum-diameter region of the blunt body housing, the
measured pressures were higher than the numerically pre-
dicted values, and these pressures were also seen to have
significant fluctuation (as indicated by the large error bars
for this data in Fig. 5b). Also, pressures at the aft ports in
the free-stream side of the blunt body housing (i.e., away
from the aircraft skin) were slightly lower than expected. The
lower pressures in the aft region of the blunt body suggest
that boundary layer separation occurred at high altitudes.

The deviation between measured and CFD-predicted pres-
sure distributions can be partly attributed to the mismatch be-
tween the flight conditions considered initially during the de-
sign stage (800 mbar, 100 ms−1) and those encountered dur-
ing PLOWS (significant periods with pressures < 450 mbar
and airspeeds > 140 ms−1). At low-altitude conditions of
800 mbar and 100 ms−1 (the conditions used for BASE-I
design), the Reynolds number around the blunt body was
∼ 8×105. For the higher-altitude conditions seen in PLOWS,
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Figure 5. Comparison of pressure measurements around the blunt
body housing with simulation results. The experimental data are
from the PLOWS research flight PLOWSrf01, 13 November 2009
flight. (a): low-altitude case; experimental data from the period of
17:00 to 18:00 UTC; simulation boundary conditions: 600 mbar,
Ma0.4; (b): high-altitude case; experimental data from the period
of 18:32 to 19:05 UTC; simulation boundary conditions: 400 mbar,

Ma0.45; values reported are pressure coefficient
(
Cp =

p−p∞

1/2ρV 2

)
;

(c): cut-out view of BASE-I with the different pressure ports on its
surface;(d): zoomed-in view of the box shown in(c) showing loca-
tions of the pressure measurement ports.

the Reynolds numbers were lower (∼ 6× 105), and for these
conditions, accurate predictions require the use of models
that can resolve changes in boundary layer flow in the tran-
sitional regime, such as thek-ω SST transitional model in
FLUENT 6.2.3 (FLUENT user manual, 2006).

New CFD simulations of flow around the blunt body
were conducted with an axisymmetric,k-ω SST transitional
model, and results are shown in Fig. 5. The model results
were seen to have a reasonable agreement with the mea-
sured pressures at both high and low altitudes. In addition,
at high altitudes, thek-ω SST transitional model accurately
predicted flow separation in the aft region of the blunt body
housing, as observed by the model results of the relatively
constant value of the pressure coefficient (Cp) in this region.
The differences in the pressures measured in the aft-region
of the blunt body on the two opposite sides of the sampler
(Fig. 5b) – aircraft-side and free-stream side – suggest that
axisymmetric assumption of flow field around the sampler is
not entirely accurate. The presence of the aircraft skin and
the strut connecting blunt body housing to the aircraft skin
result in a non-axisymmetric or three-dimensional flow field
around the sampler, and accurate description of this flow field
requires three-dimensional (3-D) simulations considering the
full details of the sampler geometry.

Figure 6.Profiles of the blunt body housing for BASE-I and BASE-
II designs.

2.2 BASE-II

From the data obtained during the PLOWS campaign, it was
determined that the BASE-I design needed to be modified to
address the problems of boundary layer separation at high al-
titudes and shatter-artifact contamination in the sample flow
in the presence of drizzle drops. Using the new CFD sim-
ulation results obtained with thek-ω SST transitional tur-
bulence model, the BASE-I blunt body shape was stream-
lined such that separation-free flow fields were possible for
all flight conditions encountered during PLOWS. The pro-
file alteration is shown in Fig. 6, and the sampler with the
modified profile is referred to here as BASE-II. BASE-II was
fabricated and flown during the second half of the PLOWS
campaign (January–March 2010) and during ICE–T (2011)
campaign. For better characterization of the pressure distri-
bution around the sampler, several additional pressure taps (a
total of 11) were added to the blunt body of BASE-II.

To address the shatter-contamination issue, it was first nec-
essary to determine the shatter particle sizes that will be
present in the sample flow. Following the approach of Mo-
harreri et al. (2013), particles of different sizes were in-
jected onto the surface of the blunt body housing with a
range of normal velocities, and their resulting trajectories
were tracked. From the analysis of these trajectories, the
shatter particle sampling efficiencies of the interstitial inlet
were determined, as shown in Fig. 7 for flight conditions
of 400 mbar andMa0.45. Each line in Fig. 7 represents re-
sults for sampling efficiency of shatter particles as a func-
tion of particle size and for a constant injection normal ve-
locity. The modeling results suggest that, almost indepen-
dent of particle injection velocity, only shatter particles larger
than∼ 2 µm aerodynamic diameter are sampled into the inlet.
This is consistent with the original design criteria and predic-
tions of BASE-I performance, as established in Moharreri et
al. (2013). The sampling efficiency is expected to be maxi-
mal for shatter particles of a diameter of∼ 3 µm. The largest
particle sizes that may be present in the sampling volume of
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Figure 7. Sampling efficiency (number sampled/number injected
at the surface) of shatter particles of different sizes injected onto
the surface of the blunt body housing for three values of normal
velocity: 1, 10, and 100 ms−1. Flight conditions are 400 mbar and
Ma0.45.

the interstitial inlet are, however, strongly dependent on the
normal ejection velocities of the particles.

In designing BASE-I, the scenario of large droplets and
drizzle in a sampled cloud system was not considered and,
hence, the possibility of a significant number of shatter parti-
cles larger than 2 µm entering the inlet was ignored. From
the shatter sampling efficiency results of Fig. 7, it can be
concluded that an interstitial inlet that only samples parti-
cles smaller than∼ 2 µm will be largely free of shatter ar-
tifact particles. To accomplish this goal, the interstitial inlet
design was modified as a cross-flow sampling inlet, as shown
in Fig. 8. In this new design, the inlet tube was modified to
be a flow-through tube with a flow-restriction nozzle at its
exit. The sample flow was extracted from the flow-through
tube at an angle of∼ 80◦, ensuring that only particles smaller
than a cut size will be sampled. The sampling efficiency of
such a cross-flow sampling inlet is largely determined by the
size of the flow-constricting nozzle (Craig et al., 2013b). Us-
ing 3-D CFD simulations, the appropriate size of the flow-
constricting nozzle required for a 2 µm sampling cut size was
determined. For simplicity, these simulations were conducted
by ignoring the blunt body, but considering the flow condi-
tions at the inlet location determined from earlier blunt body
simulations. The calculated sampling efficiency of the final
cross-flow sampling inlet is shown in Fig. 9.

The updated BASE-II design with the new cross-flow tube
inlet was flown on the NSF/NCAR C-130 during the ICE-
T (2011) campaign. In addition to the CN measurements and
pressure distributions around the blunt body, the size distri-
butions of the sampled particles were obtained using a Ultra-
High Sensitivity Aerosol Spectrometer (UHSAS; DMT Inc.)
and a High-flow Dual channel Differential Mobility Ana-
lyzer (HDDMA; Dubey, 2010). Bypass flows were used to
increase the sampling flow rate and minimize the transit time
of the particles from the inlet to the instrumentation inside
the cabin.

Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the interstitial inlet designs in
BASE-I (left) and BASE-II (right).

Figure 9. The cut size of the cross-flow sampling tube of BASE-
II. Also shown is the size-dependent fraction of shatter particles
that will be present in the sampling flow region of the cross-flow
sampling inlet. Flight conditions are 400 mbar andMa0.45; shatter
particles were injected at a normal velocity of 10 m s−1.

2.2.1 Pressure measurements around the
blunt body housing

Pressure measurements made during flight testing of BASE-
II suggest excellent agreement with CFD predictions for all
pressure ports, and the flow was seen to be attached around
the blunt body housing for all aircraft speeds and altitudes en-
countered. As an example, a comparison of the measurement
data with predictions of CFD simulations using thek-ω SST
transitional turbulent model is shown in Fig. 10 for 400 mbar
andMa0.47 conditions. These pressure measurements sug-
gest that the modified profile eliminates the problem of flow
separation at higher altitudes observed with BASE-I, mak-
ing BASE-II deployable for the entire range of C-130 flight
conditions.

2.2.2 Sampling efficiency

The overall sampling efficiency of the BASE-II cross-flow
inlet was calculated as a product of two effects: (i) the in-
fluence of the blunt body housing on the particle concen-
tration at the inlet location and (ii) the sampling efficiency
for a cross-flow inlet. Flow around the curvature of the blunt
body results in inertial focusing of particles of a certain size
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Figure 10. Pressure distribution around the blunt body housing of
BASE-II. Data from ICE–Trf04 (11 July 2011, 16:15–16:20 UTC);
Simulation boundary conditions:P = 400 mbar,Ma0.47.

range as they are transported to the aft region. The details
of the particle-focusing effect and its effect on the particle
concentration at the inlet location are discussed in Mohar-
reri et al. (2013). The relative concentration of particles of
different diameters at the inlet entrance to that in the free
stream is shown in Fig. 11a (indicated as blunt body effect).
To determine the sampling efficiency of the cross-flow inlet,
CFD simulations were conducted by modeling just the inter-
nal flow in the inlet on the blunt body. The boundary con-
ditions of flow velocities at the inlet entrance were obtained
from the CFD calculations of external flow around the blunt
body housing. After calculation of the internal flow fields,
trajectories of particles of different diameters were tracked
through the inlet geometry and the sampling efficiency of
the cross-flow inlet tube was determined and are shown in
Fig. 11a (indicated as cross-flow inlet effect). The net sam-
pling efficiency of BASE-II, obtained as a convolution of the
cross-flow sampling and blunt body effects, is also shown in
Fig. 11a. The net sampling efficiency is seen to be∼ 1 for all
particles smaller than 1 µm, and particles larger than∼ 2 µm
are not sampled by the new cross-flow inlet.

To validate the overall sampling performance of the BASE
inlet, out-of-cloud aerosol size distributions measured by the
BASE using a UHSAS (0.055 to 1 µm) and the HDDMA (10
to 300 nm) instruments were compared with those obtained
from two wing-mounted instruments: the passive cavity
aerosol spectrometer probe (PCASP; PMS Inc; 0.1–3.0 µm)
and the forward-scattering spectrometer probe (FSSP-300;
PMS Inc., 0.3–20 µm). For accurate comparison, care was
taken to identify time periods when cloud particles were ab-
sent, flight parameters were constant, and data from all rel-
evant particle size measurement instruments were available.
The comparison of the size distributions from the two sets
of measurements (Fig. 11b) suggests a reasonable match in
the overlapping measurement size range of 0.1 to 1 µm. This
provides initial validation of the model predictions of inlet
sampling efficiency of∼ 1 for submicron particles.

Figure 11. (a) Model-predicted sampling efficiency for BASE-II;
(b) measured aerosol size distribution from BASE-II compared with
the free-stream measurements in clear air. Measurement data from
ICE–Trf04 (11 July 2011, 17:39:00–17:49:30 UTC). HDDMA and
UHSAS were connected to BASE-II aerosol samples while PCASP
and FSSP-300 were wing-mounted, measuring particle concentra-
tions from the free-stream air.

2.2.3 CN measurements in warm clouds

During ICE–T, there were several warm-cloud passages, pro-
viding significant data for analysis of BASE-II performance
in the presence of liquid droplets. For the current analy-
sis, a cloud event was identified as being when the average
cloud droplet concentration measured by the FSSP-100 was
> 5 cm−3 for at least 10 s. Average “ambient-air” aerosol con-
centrations associated with a cloud event were obtained from
a 10 s time interval prior to the start of that cloud event, where
the average cloud droplet concentrations were < 5 cm−3.

The ratio of aerosol concentration in a selected cloud sys-
tem to that in the ambient air in its vicinity is referred to as
“CN Enhancement”. Enhancement values greater than 1 are
usually indicative of shatter artifacts in CN measurements
(Craig et al., 2013b). To facilitate a direct comparison of the
performance of the two BASE designs, the BASE CN en-
hancement values were normalized using CN enhancements
from the SMAI as a reference sampler. The normalized en-
hancements allowed the comparison of the performances of
BASE-I and BASE-II regardless of differences in the droplet
size distribution and flight conditions (aircraft speed, an-
gle of attack, roll, etc.) experienced by the two inlets. The
SMAI (Craig et al., 2013a) was chosen as a reference sam-
pler because it was previously shown to be minimally af-
fected by shatter artifacts during in-cloud sampling (Craig
et al., 2013b). Also, for both PLOWS and ICE–T campaigns,
the operation and location of the SMAI was identical relative
to the BASE, making it an optimal reference sampler.

The BASE CN enhancements normalized with the corre-
sponding SMAI measurements are shown in Fig. 12. Note
that the BASE-I data considered here corresponded to lower-
altitude flights, where the flow around the blunt body was
largely attached. The BASE-I CN enhancements are signif-
icantly higher than the SMAI values when the mean cloud
droplet sizes are larger than 12 µm, while the CN enhance-
ments of BASE-II are lower than those of the SMAI at all
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Figure 12. In-cloud CN enhancements of BASE-I and BASE-II,
normalized by the enhancement values of the SMAI at each data
point. Data from all PLOWS and ICE–T campaign flights; atmo-
spheric conditions: temperatures –−5–1◦C; cloud droplet mean di-
ameter – 5–25 µm; drizzle concentration – < 300 L−1; drizzle mean
droplet diameter – < 600 µm; aircraft true airspeed – 125–150 ms−1;
LWC – 0–0.4 g m−3; DWC/TWC – 0–1.

cloud droplet diameters. The BASE-II CN enhancements are
seen to slightly decrease with increasing mean cloud droplet
size. This comparison suggests that the shatter artifacts with
the BASE-II design are significantly lower than with BASE-I
design and also lower than that seen in the SMAI.

The flight test results suggest that the BASE design pro-
vides effective interstitial aerosol sampling under a range of
ambient conditions. The BASE principle can be extended to
design interstitial inlets for other platforms operating under
different conditions. While the BASE design represents a
significant advance in interstitial aerosol sampling, there is
a need for continued development and improvement in the
sampler design, as the data suggest that some shatter arti-
facts may still be present in the BASE sample. It is possi-
ble that the observed enhancements during in-cloud measure-
ments made by the BASE are not because of shatter artifacts
in the inlet but because of the choice of the background am-
bient aerosol, because of droplet shatter resulting from their
impaction on the aircraft fuselage, or because of shatter ar-
tifacts from inlets/objects upstream of the BASE. Turbulent
dispersion of shatter particles as they flow around the blunt
body housing could also result in shatter contamination of
BASE samples. Turbulence can act to disperse shatter parti-
cles from near the blunt body surface and bring them into the
flow that is sampled by the interstitial inlet. Further studies
that consider the role of the aircraft hull and turbulent parti-
cle transport are required to improve characterization of the
BASE sampler and to propose any further design modifica-
tions necessary to improve its performance.

2.2.4 Performance in cold clouds

The initial goal of BASE deployment was sampling inside
young cumulus clouds, with the expectation that the cloud
droplets encountered would be primarily in liquid phase.

Figure 13.Variation of CN enhancements of BASE-II with temper-
ature. At temperatures below−5◦C, lower enhancements are seen,
indicating a reduced shatter-artifact problem with ice particles rela-
tive to liquid droplets.

During the initial field deployment, however, ice and snow
were encountered during several flights. The wide variety of
ice and snow particle types that may be present in the at-
mosphere prevent any simple parametric analysis of sampler
performance. In general, breakup mechanisms and charac-
teristics of shatter particles depend on a number of factors
including the shape of crystals, the crystal structure, and the
angle of each individual impaction event. From past observa-
tions (Craig et al., 2013b; Weber et al., 1998), the general ex-
pectations are that the impaction of ice and snow particles on
the sampler will result in the generation of fewer shatter par-
ticles that are, on average, larger in size than shatter particles
generated from the breakup of liquid droplets. This expec-
tation was confirmed with observations made with BASE-
II, where smaller enhancement values are observed at lower
temperatures in general (Fig. 13). Further studies consider-
ing detailed modeling of solid-particle impaction on the inlet
are, however, required for a full understanding of the inlet
performance in cold clouds.

3 Conclusions

The sampling performance of a new Blunt-body Aerosol
Sampler (BASE) was established from measurements made
on the NSF/NCAR C-130 aircraft. The initial version of the
inlet (BASE-I), designed entirely from CFD simulations, was
seen to sample shatter-free aerosol in low-altitude, warm
clouds in the absence of drizzle. In the presence of drizzle
drops or when operated at high altitudes, BASE performance
was, however, observed to be similar to standard aerosol in-
lets, with significant shatter contamination of CN measure-
ments. The initial aircraft test results were utilized to im-
prove the design of the blunt body and the aerosol inlet on
the body. Pressure measurements around the redesigned sam-
pler (BASE-II) revealed that the flow field around the sam-
pler was as predicted by CFD simulations. Comparison of
BASE-II performance with that of another interstitial inlet
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(the SMAI) showed that BASE-II samples were minimally
contaminated with shatter artifacts over a wide range of at-
mospheric conditions. The BASE sampler thus represents a
significant progress in our efforts to probe the characteris-
tics of interstitial aerosol, and the design of this inlet can be
extended to other aircraft operating conditions, enabling the
study of a large range of cloud systems.

In general, the best-designed interstitial inlets will still ex-
perience variable and unknown shatter artifacts. Our analysis
presented in this submission and past published papers (Craig
et al., 2013a, b) suggests that, with well-designed interstitial
inlets, shatter artifacts should be minimal under most con-
ditions and shatter-free sampling may even be possible un-
der some conditions. Going forward, a recommended sam-
pling strategy for interstitial aerosol would be to fly (at least)
two interstitial inlets of different designs (e.g., BASE-II and
the SMAI). As the shatter-artifact contribution to an inlet’s
sample is strongly dependent on its geometry, shatter-free
sampling will be assured when matched-number concentra-
tion measurements are obtained from these two very different
samplers. Physical and chemical measurements of such sam-
ples, coupled with analyses such as those presented in Klein-
man et al. (2012), will enable us to arrive at stronger con-
clusions about particle activation and help improve aerosol–
cloud parameterizations.
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